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Abst ract - -The  dynamical behavior of kink solutions of the ¢4 equation are studied for various 
external perturbations. We have shown that the soliton achieves a terminal velocity, which was 
determined by the ratio of the force field to the damping coefficient, in the presence of a constant 
force and damping. The dynamic polarizability of the kink is calculated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The influence of perturbations on the dynamics of the kink solutions of nonlinear Klein-Gordon 
models such as the sine-Gordon (SG), ¢ a or double-quadratic (DQ) in 1 + 1 dimensions is a 
subject of particular importance in condensed matter [1]. Also, the effect of external electric 
or magnetic fields on the motion of the kinks (solitary waves) is important in theories of the 
dynamical properties of certain systems characterized by nonlinear wave equations. Therefore, 
it is of importance to know the effects of various perturbations on the kink solutions. Woafo et 
al. [2] studied the effect of long-range interactions of kink motion in a ¢4 discrete lattice. They 
found that the discreteness effects are weak and the soliton velocity is constant (the soliton moves 
freely in the chain) when the range of interactions i large. Also, the effects of energy radiation 
due to discreteness effects under an external field have been studied with and without other 
extrinsic dissipation mechanisms [3]. Molecular dynamics computer simulations have shown that 
the kinks undergo a Brownian-like motion in the ¢4 system [4]. 
The ¢4 system is defined by the Hamiltonian [5-13] 
/ { 1"2{0 ~2 } ,  H=A dx 1(0t)2+~.0~ *J +w2V(0) (1) 
where 0(x, t) is a dimensionless, one-component field variable in one-space x and time t. A sets 
the energy scale, w0 and co are characteristic frequency and velocity, and V(0) for the ¢4 is 
[5-n,14-17] 
1 V(0) = ~ (0 2 - 1) 2 (2) 
Then the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion takes the form 
Oft - c~Ozx + lw~ (03 - 0) = 0. (3) 
The static kink solution of equation (3) has the form [5,6,18-22] 
x 
00(x) = th ~. (4) 
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The complete set of the linear modes around one kink solution, 00(x), can be obtained in the ¢4 
system [23]. If there is a small deviation around the kink, we can introduce the deviation field 
¢(x, t) by 
e(x,t) = e0(x) + ¢(x,t). (5) 
Substituting equation (5) into the equation of motion (3) and linearizing with respect o ¢(x, t), 
we obtain the following equation: 
( . eft - c2¢,, 4- w~ 1 - ~ sech ¢ = 0. (6) 
Eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies of equation (6) can be calculated analytically. Their explicit 
forms axe [5,6,10,11,14,21,23] 
w 2 = O, 
(.d 2 = 
5d2 2 2 2 0.)~¢, =Wo÷cok = 
(;) fbl (X) = sech 2 , (7) 
Sb.(X)= sech (2 )  th (2 )  , (8) 
.fk(x)-~ ~( -~;71-~-~) ) - f - /~  exp(ikx). (9) 
These eigenfunctions (linear modes) satisfy the orthonormality conditions and the completeness 
relation as [14,20] 
(fb, I f  hi) -----~j, i , j  = 1,2, (10) 
(f~ Ifk') = 5(k - k'), (11) 
(fb, [ h )  = 0 = (h, I f ;) ,  i = 1, 2, (12) 
where f~(x) is the complex conjugate of fk(x) and we use the brackets to indicate the inner 
product 
£ <u [ v) = dx u(x) v(x). (13) 
oo 
The completeness relation has the form [14,20] 
2 
Z fb,(X)fb,(X') +/~ dkfk(x)fk(x ~) = ~f(x - x'). (14) 
i= l oo 
In the next sections we shall make use of the fact that perturbations of the kink solution may 
be expanded in this complete set of functions [14,21,23]. Special significance is attached to the 
translation mode since it governs the motion of the kink. In Section 2, we shall study the motion 
of the soliton in the presence of a constant force and damping for ¢4 equation. In Section 3, we 
shall solve the equation of motion in the presence of damping and a harmonic driving force by 
using perturbation theory and calculate the dynamic polarizability. 
2. MOTION OF  THE SOL ITON IN  THE PRESENCE 
OF  A FORCING FUNCTION AND DAMPING 
In this section we consider the motion of the soliton in the presence of a constant force and 
damping. The Hamiltonian take the form [10,24,25] 
H=IdxA{I(o,)I4-1~(Oi)i4-w~V(O)4-JE ), (15) 
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where E is a constant which plays the role of a force or driving term. From (15), the equation of 
motion for 0 with the damping takes the form 
O. - c~O== + w~Ve(e) + ~e~ = ~E. (16) 
Equation (16) becomes 
e . .  - e:: + g0(e) + re ,  = x, (17) 
with 
r = wot, z= x, F = - - ,  and X= • (18) 
OJ 0 OJO 2
Considering X << 1, we assume a solution to equation (17) of the form 
O(z, r) = Oo(z - ~T) + ¢(Z, T), (19) 
where 00 is a slowly moving (~ = (v/co) << 1) kink solution to the unperturbed equation and the 
function ¢(z, T) represents the deviation caused by the perturbation terms. Linearizing in ¢ and 
transforming to a coordinate frame moving with velocity v. The perturbation ¢ satisfies 
¢.,~, - ¢~,z, + voo(Oo)¢ + ~r¢. ,  - ~rCz ,  = x + ~r00~, ,  (20) 
where 
z' = 7(z - f~T), T' ---- 7(T --/3Z), and ~/= (1 - f~2) 1/2 (21) 
We use equation (2) for the ¢4 model, and the kink solution takes the form 
90 =- th ( -~)  . (22) 
Hence, equation (20) becomes 
¢~,,, -Cz ,~,  + (1  - 3 2 ~sech (~) )¢+TFCr , - /3"yFCz ,  =X+ 1/3~/Fsech2 (~) -  (23) 
Now we expand ¢(z', T') in the complete set of functions (fbi (z'), fb: (Z'), fk(Z')} (7)-(9) according 
to 
¢(z', T') = fb,(Z')¢bi(T') + Yb2(Z')¢b2(r') + dkfk(z')¢k(T'). (24) 
oo  
Substitution of equation (24) into equation (23), multiplication by either fbl (z'), fb2 (z') or fk (z') 
and subsequent integration over z ~ with the aid of the orthonormality relations (10)-(12) yields 
equations for the amplitudes ¢51 (T'), ¢b2 (T') and Ck (T'), respectively, 
¢b1.,., 4- "yFCbl., = v~X 4- /3~/r 4-/33Jr - ¢b2 (r') 
i : [  x dz' h , ( z ' )h~(z ' ) th  4- ~h,(z ' )sech (25) oo 
4-3LCCcdk'L :dz ' [+k,(T ' ) ( th(z ' /2) - - ik ' -~exp( ik 'z ' )sech2(~)]  } 
_ _ \ J2~(~ + 3) ) ' 
Cb,.,., 4- 7Feb,., + ~¢b, =/37F{ - Cb, (r') dz'fbl (z')fb2 (Z') th 
oo 
(26) 
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Ck.,., + ~rck., + ~kCk ---- ~( / ;  [ I) + ~r  dz'f;(z') sech 2 
oo 
? - Cb~(r') dz'h~(z')f;(z')th + ~¢~ 
(27) 
L" dz'f~(z') ~ch + ik¢~(r') 
The coupled equations (25), (26), and (27) are difficult to solve in general. However, we note 
that the coupling terms are proportional to ~¢bl (r'),/3¢b2 (v') or ~¢k(~") and for a small initial 
velocity of the kink (~ << 1) these terms are of second order in the small quantities ~ and ¢. 
Thus to lowest approximation we can neglect coupling terms altogether and solve the resulting 
decoupled equations 
3 
¢b2,,,, + 7Feb2., + 7¢52 = 0, (29) 
Ck.,., + Trek,, + wkCk = X(/; I 1). (30) 
Integration equation (30) once we have (assuming ¢b1., (r') = 0 at V' = 0) 
~ (  3X) [1 - exp(-~rr')]  (31) Cb,., (r') = ~ + ~ 
Since - -~¢b. ,  (T') is the velocity of the kink in the moving frame [14], we see that the kink 
achieves an asymptotic (¢' ~ co) terminal velocity, in this frame 
3X (32) 
Bterm = - -B  ~r" 
If X = 0 (no applied torque), then ~term = -/3 implies that the kink comes to rest in the lab 
frame, i.e., the damping eventually stops the kink if there is no accelerating force. In the lab 
frame the terminal velocity is given in general by the Einstein law of velocity addition [7-9] 
/3term -~- ~ 3X (33) 
/3term -- 1 + ~/3term ~ F ' 
since/3 is assumed to be small. 
We note that the velocity of the kink is well-behaved (approaches a constant), Cb~ (7 "~) grows 
with time T' 
This invalidates the perturbation theory, which assumes Cb~ (r') to be small. However, the conclu- 
sion that the kink achieves a terminal velocity may still be valid [25]. The solution of equation (29) 
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subject to the initial conditions ¢b2 (0) = ¢b2., (0) = 0 (kink at rest at T' = 0 at position z' = O) 
is to be zero (¢b2 (r') = 0). 
Next, for this, we need to obtain the continuum contribution to Ck. For equation (30), we note 
that for large F, the transient part of Ck(r') decays rapidly leaving (i.e., from equation (30) with 
(r') = eke, (r') = 0) 
lim Ck(T') =-- ¢0 = X<f; 1 1). (35) 
Tt- -*~ wk 
The total continuum contribution is then 
/5 Co(z) = dk¢°kfk(z) = X dk fk(z) <El1) oe o~ ~k 
= __X {(3th 2 (2)  - 1) + [-2 (th 2 (2)  - th  (2)  - 3) 
2 (36) 
- (3 th2  (2)  +6th  (2 )  + 3) z] exp(-Iz]) 
- ( th2  (2 )  +4th  (2)  + 5) exp(-21z])}, 
by using formulas 7.2 and 7.10 in [26] which have the forms 
dxsech2(ax) cos(xy) = ~ ycosech ~a ' (37) 
dx(1 - th(ax))sin(xy) = - ~aa cosech ~ . (38) 
Now we consider equation (17) in a coordinate frame moving with velocity fl = -3X/F  (the 
terminal velocity in the lab frame, assuming -y _~ 1) and assume a solution of the form 
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Figure 1. Waveform of the kink in its terminal  rest frame when X = 0.2. Except for 
the vertical shift, the  shape is very similar to that  of the unper turbed kink. 
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where 80(z) is a soliton at rest in this frame and Co(z) is given by equation (36), which is valid 
to linear order in X- In Figure 1 we have plotted the full solution (36) in the terminal rest frame 
for X = 0.2. Note the overall shift of the wings of the soliton by an amount X. This shift can be 
obtained easily 
lim ¢c(z) = X. (40) 
z-*:t=oo 
In the next section we use perturbation techniques to solve the equation of motion in the presence 
of damping and a harmonic driving force 
8u - C2oOxx + w2Vo( O) = Eoe "~t - riot, (41) 
and calculate the dynamic polarizability of the ¢4 kink. 
3. DYNAMIC  POLARIZABIL ITY  OF  THE ¢4 K INK 
¢b1,, + Feb,. 
3 
Ck,~ + rCk~ + wkCk 
When the soliton is at rest at r = 0 at position 
Cb, (0) = Cb. (0) = 
The solutions Cb,, i = 1, 2, of equations (45) and 
by 
= ~xe 'n' ,  (45) 
= o, (46) 
= x<.f; 1 l>e ~n'. (47) 
z = 0, i.e., the initial conditions are 
Cb,(r )  = i r~-h~ (e 'n~ - 1) + - 1) , 
¢b2 = 0. 
Equation (47) is also easy to solve. In particular, we are interested in the solution for large r, 
i.e., F~" >> 1, and hence we ignore the transient response part of the solution to (47), that is, 
x(f ;  l l) e~n,- 
Ck(* )= k 2+T-h2; i rn  " (51) 
0, i = 1, 2. (48) 




o(x, t) = e0(x) + ¢(x, t), (42) 
where 00 is the single soliton solution. Substituting from (42) into (41) and linearized in ¢ to 
find 
CTT - -  Czz + 1 -- ~ sech 2 ¢ + FCr = xe ~r ,  (43) 
where we introduced the dimensionless quantities 
=- --'WO X= w2, ~ wO' z= x, 7"~wOt. 
We use the complete set of states (7)-(9), to expand ¢, that is 
/? ¢(z,,-) = Ib,(z)¢b,(~') + fb,(Z)¢b2('-) + aklk(z)¢~(,'). (44) 
Substituting (44) into (43), we find the following set of equations 
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After inverting the k transform we find for ¢~ = f~-~oo dkfk(z)¢k(r) :  
where 
1 i n ,  ~3th2(z/2)-  1
¢c(z , r )  = ~xe l~ -~-~7- iF  d 
[3 th2(z/2)+ 6th(z/2) + 3] 
+ 2 [ iF f / -  ft 2 exp(-[zl) 
[3th~(zG)_.+_ l_~h(z/2) +15] 
- L 3 + a 2 - i r f l  exp(-21zl) 
+6t[3 7 + 6Qth(z/2)+3-4~ 2 + iPfl] exp(_Qizl) } 
Then (52) for z --* =kco, becomes 
Q = (1 - f~2 + irf~)l/2. 
lim ¢c(z , r ) -  _ f l  2 z-~+oo 1 + iFfl 
This is just the linear response of the system in the absence of the soliton. 
A convenient measure of the response of the soliton is given by 
s:: 
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(a) r = 0.5. 
Figure 2. Dynamic polarizability of the ¢4 kink versus frequency. The real and imag- 
inazy parts of c~(~) are shown for three example values of the damping constant F. 
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(c) r = z0 .  
Figure 2. (cont.) 
where a(f~) is the polarizability of the soliton, which would be zero in the absence of an applied 
force. In Figure 2 we plot the real and imaginary parts of c~ as functions of fl for three different 
values of damping constant r:  0.5, 1.0, 2.0. 
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We have shown that in the presence of a constant force and damping the soliton achieves a 
terminal velocity determined by the ratio of the force field to the damping coefficient. Also, we 
found that the kink behaves in many respects like a deformable classical particle in the presence 
of damping and periodic driving force, and the polarizability of the kink is calculated. 
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